Mad Dog Days (The Club Book 3)

I quit my dead end job in retail and made
an arrangement through The Club. Ill get
what I need...money to pay my rent. And
hell get what he wants...access to my
body...whenever and however he wants
it...Theres only one catch. Harlan Mad Dog
Murphy wants an exclusive arrangement
and I want to sleep with my roommate,
Joey Rocky Rocco... the guy Ive been in
love with forever...the guy who is still in
love with my best friend.MAD DOG
DAYS was originally published as a serial
novel in three parts. This NEW EDITION
is the COMPLETE FULL-LENGTH novel
with no cliff-hanger and an HEA.Each
novel in Ren Monterreys spicy, hot series
can be read as a stand-alone or as part of
the series. The Club series includes: Black
Dog Nights Sapphire Beautiful Mad Dog
Days Gold Dust Woman Yellow Dog
Blues
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with their three young boys, was bliss. That was until one
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